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PROGRAMS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
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KUNG-K IU  LAU AND MARIO ORNAGHI  
t> The fundamental relation between a program P and its specification S is 
correctness: P satisfies S if and only if P is correct with respect o S. In 
logic programming, this relationship can be particularly close, since logic 
can be used to express both specifications and programs. Indeed logic 
programs are often regarded and used as (executable) specifications them- 
selves. In this paper, we argue that the relation between S and P should 
be firmly set in the context of the underlying problem domain, which we 
call a framework J ,  and we give a model-theoretic view of the correctness 
relation between specifications and programs in ~.. We show that the 
correctness relation between S and P is always well-defined. It thus 
provides a basis for properly distinguishing between S and P. We use 
the subset example throughout to illustrate our model-theoretic approach. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The fundamental relationship between a logic program P and its specification S is 
correctness: P satisfies S if and only if P is correct with respect o S. The precise 
nature of this relationship depends on the chosen specification language L s (and 
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the notion of correctness that has been adopted). For instance, if L s is also a logic 
language, then this relation could be very close (see, e.g., [8]). Indeed logic 
programs are often regarded and used as (executable) specifications themselves. 
After all, a logic program is a Horn clause theory [7] and as such it can double as a 
definition. This would seem to suggest hat L s could be just Horn clause logic, and 
the notion of correctness i redundant. 
In this paper, we argue that the relationship between S and P should be set 
firmly in the context of the underlying problem domain, which we shall call the 
framework ~. We will show that in 9- the relationship between S and P is always 
well-defined and the notion of correctness i never redundant. 
A framework 9 -may be defined either formally or informally, but it should 
provide an unambiguous underpinning of the semantics of any given S and P, as 
well as the semantics of P's correctness with respect o S. The full meaning of S, 
including the specified relation r, is defined in Y. Since P does not contain axioms 
for J,, we can always distinguish between S and P. Nevertheless, P is correct with 
respect o S if P computes r according to S. 
We will show that this approach makes sense not only for (closed) informal and 
formal frameworks (Sections 2 and 3, respectively), but also for open or parame- 
terised frameworks (Section 4). Throughout he paper, we will use the subset 
relation as an illustration. In order to be brief and to avoid complex notational and 
theoretical details, we will give an informal presentation. Finally, we shall consider 
only definite programs, although our approach extends to normal programs. 
2. INFORMAL CORRECTNESS 
When the underlying problem domain, or framework ~, is not formally defined, we 
can have only informal specifications. Nevertheless, we can (informally) define the 
correctness of a program P with respect o a specification S as follows: 
If the meaning of the specified relation r in S coincides 
completely with the meaning of r in the minimum Herbrand 
model of P, then P is correct with respect o S. 
In this section, we illustrate the correctness relationship between S and P in an 
informal framework by considering several Prolog programs for subset together 
with their informal specifications. These programs (and their specifications) are 
given by O'Keefe [15] to compute subset  (Smal l ,  Large)  correctly according 
to different informal specifications, in order to find Smal l  for a given Large ,  
where Smal l  and Large  are lists representing sets in various ways. 
O'Keefe's first Prolog 1 program P1 for subset /2  uses unordered lists (possi- 
bly) containing duplicates to represent sets: 
member(X,  [XI_]). 
member(X,  [_IXs]) :- member(X,  Xs). 
subset([ ] ,  _). 
subset ( [X lXs] ,  Ys) :- member(X,  Ys) , subset(Xs,  Ys). 
(P1) 
I That is, Prolog without extension tosupport sets. 
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The informal specification S1 of P1 is the following2: 
subset (Small, Large) is to be true if: Small and Large 
are two lists of integers and the set Small represents is a 
subset of the set that Large  represents. 
(S1) 
Here the informal (implicit) framework 9- is that of finite sets and lists of 
integers. However, "informal" does not mean "vague": we know exactly what sets 
and lists (and integers) are. The important point is that $1 receives its full, precise 
meaning in 5<. In particular, the elements of a set can be listed in any order and 
may contain duplicates. 
We can compare S1 with P1 by comparing the meaning of subset  stated by S1 
with its meaning in the minimum Herbrand model of P1. It is easy to see that these 
two meanings of subset  coincide completely, i.e., P1 is correct with respect o S1. 
For example, for the query Q1, 
?--subset([A,B], [1 ,2 ,3 ] ) .  (Q1) 
P1 produces the following nine expected answers (i.e., values of A, B such that 
subset  ( [A,B] , [1 ,2 ,3 ]  ) is true according to S1): 
A:I, B:I; A:I, B:2; A:I, B:3; 
A:2, B:I; A:2, B=2; A:2, B:3; 
A=3, B=I; A=3, B=2; A=3, B=3. 
O'Keefe's second Prolog program P2 represents sets by unordered lists without 
duplicates: 
select(X, [XIR], R). 
select(X, [HIT], [HIR]) :- select(X, T, R). 
subset([], _). 
subset([XIXs], Set) :- select(X, Set, Setl), 
subset(Xs, Setl). 
(P2) 
The (paraphrased) informal specification $2 of P2 is the following: 
Whenever Large  is a list without duplicates, subset  ( Smal 1,  
Large)  is to be true if: Smal l  is a list without duplicates; the 
set Smal l  represents is a subset of the set that Large  
represents. 
($2) 
Note that unlike S1, now $2 contains a pre-condition on (the input list) Large that 
it does not contain duplicates. This means that the truth of subset  (Smal l ,  
Large)  is defined only for values of Large  that satisfy the pre-condition. 
In general, whenever a specification S contains pre-conditions, we shall follow 
the pre-post-condition style of program development, and require a program P to 
2 We will paraphrase O'Keefe's pecifications slightly for uniformity, whilst retaining their original 
meaning. 
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satisfy S only when the pre-conditions in S are met: 
If S contains pre-conditions, then P is a correct implementation 
of S if P is correct with respect to S whenever the pre-condi- 
tions in S are met. 
It is easy to see that P2 is a correct implementation of $2. For example, for the 
query Q1, P2 gives the six expected answers: 
A:I ,  B:2; A: I ,  B:3; 
A:2,  B-I; A-2, B:3; 
A:3,  B:I; A-3,  B:2. 
However, whenever the pre-condition in $2 is not satisfied, P2 does not satisfy 
$2. Indeed P2 happily accepts Large containing duplicates and produces Smal l  
containing duplicates. 
The third Prolog program in [15] assumes that Large is sorted, and whenever 
this holds, the program yields a sorted Smal l: 
append([], L, L). 
append([HIT], L, [HIR]) 
subset([] _). 
subset([XIXs] Set) 
:- append(T, L, R). 
:- append(_, [XlSetl], Set), 
subset(Xs, Setl). 
(P3) 
It is easy to see that P3 is a correct implementation of the following specification: 
Whenever  Large  is a sorted list without duplicates, subset  
(Small,  Large) is to be true if: Smal l  is a sorted list 
without duplicates; the set Smal l  represents is a subset of the 
set that Large  represents. 
(s3) 
For example, for the query Q1, P3 gives the three expected answers: 
A:I ,  B:2; A: I ,  B=3; A=2, B-3. 
Although it also accepts unsorted inputs, P3 does not satisfy $3 in these cases. 
Finally, O'Keefe's fourth Prolog program is 
subset([], _). 
subset([XIXs] , Set) 
subset ( [ ] . . . .  ) . 
subset([XIXs], z, Set) 
select(X, Set 
subset(Xs, X, 
select(X, Set 
X@>Z, subset(Xs 
Setl), 
Setl). 
(P4) 
Setl), 
X, Setl). 
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We can easily see that P4 is correct with respect o the following specification: 
subset  (Small,  Large)  is to be ture if: Large  is a list 
possibly containing duplicates; Smal l  is a sorted list without (S4) 
duplicates; the set Smal l  represents i a subset of the set that 
Large  represents. 
P4 will always give a sorted Smal l  without duplicates regardless of whether 
Large  is sorted or not and whether Large  contains duplicates or not. Thus the 
meaning of subset  is the same in the minimum Herbrand model of P4 as in $4. 
These examples illustrate the central role of the informal framework ~- in the 
relationship between a specification S and a program P. Here g-contains an 
(implicit) informal definition of (the theory of) finite sets and lists (of integers), 
which underlies every S, i.e., the full meaning of S is defined only in ~. For 
instance, $3 and $4 even need list predicates for expressing a list is ordered, etc. On 
the other hand, the P's do not and cannot completely axiomatise such abstract 
data types and predicates. Consequently, as theories, programs cannot fully coin- 
cide with specifications. Nevertheless, ~'-allows us to reason about the correctness 
of P with respect o S by comparing the meanings of the specified relation r in S 
and in the minimum Herbrand model of P. 
3. MODEL-THEORETIC CORRECTNESS 
When the framework 6r is defined formally, we can formally define the semantics 
of a specification S and its correctness relation with a program P in terms of either 
proof theory or model theory. In this section, we shall consider the model-theoretic 
correctness relation between S and P, within a formal framework Y, following our 
approach to deductive synthesis of (both standard and constraint) logic programs 
(see, e.g., [10, 12]). 
In general, model-theoretic correctness is based on the comparison between 
specifications and the intended models of programs (see, e.g., [4] for a brief survey). 
The distinguishing feature of our approach is that specifications, programs, and 
correctness are defined within a framework ~r (the use of frameworks is discussed 
in [9, 11]). 
We shall define .9" to be a full first-order logical theory, S a first-order formula 
in ~r that defines a relation r, 3 and P a Horn theory whose language contains the 
relation r. Both 3- and P have intended models: the intended model of ~ is its 
isoinitial model I, while that of P is its minimum Herbrand model H. We define 
correctness as follows: 
P is correct with respect o S in &r if the minimum Herbrand 
model H of P and the isoinitial model I of S are isomorphic 
when restricted to the relations r defined by S. 
This is illustrated in Figure 1. 4 The new symbol r defined in S has an interpreta- 
tion in I and one in H. Correctness means that the two interpretations of r 
coincide (or, at least, are isomorphic). 
3Both S and r may be sets. 
4Dotted arrows denote semantic mappings, and the full double-headed arrow represents an 
isomorphism. 
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Framework Models 
FIGURE 1. Model-theoretic relation 
between S and P. 
3.1. F rameworks  
A framework is an axiomatisation of a problem domain. It has (i) a (many-sorted) 
signature of sort symbols, function symbols,  and relation symbols and (ii) a set of 
first-order axioms for the function and relation symbols. 
For example, we define a framework 5~et( Int)  for sets as lists of integers as 
follows: 
Framework S% t(  Int ); 
Import: ~i  ~ t (  Int ); 
Sorts: Int, List, Set; 
Functions: { } : List ~ Set; 
Relations: ~ :(Int, Set); 
Axioms: VL : List, x : Int.(x ~ {L} ~ mem(x,  L)); 
VA, B : Set.(A = B ~ Vx  : Int.(x cA  ~x ~ B)). 
~et ( In t )  imports a predefined framework ~i~z( In t )  for lists of integers, which 
is the standard theory of lists (of integers) with the usual list operations, in 
particular the "list membership" relation mem. Int stands for the standard 
(predefined) integer type. Set is constructed by the constructor { }. ~ is the usual 
set membership relation. The first axiom defines ~ in terms of mem, while the 
second defines set equality in terms of ~ .  
In general, a framework 3-typically defines a new abstract data type T (e.g., Set) 
starting from predefined types (e.g., Int and List). T is constructed from construc- 
tors (e.g., { }), declared as functions. Axioms for the old sorts are imported and new 
ones are added to define new functions and relations on T. 
The syntax of a framework g- is similar to that used in algebraic abstract data 
types (e.g., [17]) or in typed logic programming languages such as G6del [6]. 
However, whilst an algebraic abstract data type is an initial model (defined below) 
of its specification, the intended model of ~, i.e., the abstract data type it 
axiomatises, is an isoinitial model. If ~ has a reachable model, i.e., one where each 
element (of the domain) can be represented by a ground term, then isoinitial 
5Function symbols include constant symbols. 
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models can be characterised as follows: 
An isoinitial model I of ~- is a reachable model such that for 
any relation r defined in ~r, ground instances r(t) or -7 r(t) are 
true in I iff they are true in all models of ~.6 
Such a model is also an initial model, 7which for completeness we also define here: 
An initial model J of 3 - i s  a reachable model such that for any 
relation r defined in ~,, ground instances r(t) are true in J iff 
they are true in all models of ~.. 
In general, the existence of an isoinitial model is of course not guaranteed. 
However, if a framework 5r has a reachable model I, then it can be shown that I is 
an isoinitial model of 5 r if and only if for every closed atomic formula A (in ~) ,  
either 3-~-A or ~r~- ~ A. This is a useful existence condition for isoinitial models. 
Furthermore, it can be shown that if 3-  is a (possibly infinite) recursively enumer- 
able axiomatisation, then there exists an isoinitial model in which relation symbols 
are interpreted by decidable relations and function symbols by total computable 
functions. Indeed, we only ever construct such frameworks. 
To construct such a framework 5~ for axiomatising a type T, we proceed 
incrementally. We start with a small framework ~0 with an obvious isoinitial model 
I 0. For instance, if the freeness axioms (see [16]) hold in T, then ~0 consists of just 
the constructor symbols in ~nn together with their freeness axioms. The term model 
generated by the constructors i of course just the set of ground terms of T. It is an 
isoinitial model of their freeness axioms, i.e., it is an isoinitial model of ~0- 
Then we successively expand ~/ in to  ~/+1 by adding new function and relation 
symbols, together with their axioms, in such a way that /~ can be expanded into an 
isoinitial model //+ 1 of J//+ l- 
For example, the following framework Xat  axiomatises the abstract data type of 
Peano arithmetic: 
Framework J /Gt; 
Sorts: Nat; 
Functions: 0 : --> Nat; 
s : Nat --* Nat; 
+, * : (Nat, Nat)  --* Nat; 
Axioms: Vx.( ~ 0 = s(x))  A Vx, y . (s(x)  = s(y)  ~ x = y); 
Vx. (x  + 0 =x); 
Vx, y.(x + s(y)  = s(x + y)); 
Vx.(x * 0 = 0); 
Vx, y.(x * s(y)  =x  + x * y); 
V(H(O) A Vi . (H( i )  ~ H(s( i ) ) )  ~ Vx.H(x) ) .  
6Thus an isoinitial model is a generic model (see [16]). 
7This holds only for reachable models. For nonreachable models initiality and isoinitiality are 
independent properties (see [1, 14]). 
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~4ra¢ is constructed thus: ~0 consists of only the constructors 0 and s, together with 
their freeness axiom, viz. the first axiom in X,z¢. An isoinitial model I0 of Jo is the 
term model generated by 0 and s. By interpreting 0 as the natural number zero and 
s as the successor function, we can interpret the domain of I 0 as the natural 
numbers. 
To get ~ we add the axioms for the function +, which define sum in a 
primitive recursive manner• The isoinitial model I 0 is thus expanded to 11 with + 
interpreted in this way. 11 is an isoinitial model of g11. 
To get the complete framework JVa/, we then add the function * for product, 
and expand 11 accordingly into the isoinitial model I o f~ 'a / ,  viz. the abstract data 
type of natural numbers with the usual sum and product operations. In order 
words, ~4Pat axiomatises Peano arithmetic. 8 
Similarly, we can construct (part of) the framework _~d~l'(Int)9: 
Framework .Zt/ a l (  Int ); 
Import: J/rat, J~ / ;  
Sorts: Nat, Int, List; 
Functions: nil : ~ List; 
• : (Int, List) ~ List; 
nocc :(Int, List) ~ Nat; 
Relations: elemi : (List, Nat, Int ); 
Axioms: -1 n/ /= a.B A (al .B l = a2.B 2 ~ a I = a 2/k B 1 = Be)); 
nocc(x, nil) = 0; 
a = b ~ nocc(a, b.L)  = nocc(a, L )  + 1; 
a = b ~ nocc(a, b .L )  = nocc(a, L); 
elemi(L,O, a) ~ 3B(L  = a.B); 
elemi( L, s(i), a) ~ 3b, B( L = b.B A elemi( B, i, a));, 
where J~t  is the (predefined) framework for the integer type Int. 
.Zt/at( Int) is essentially the standard axiomatisation of lists (of integers). The 
function nocc(a, L )  gives the number of occurrences of a in L. elemi(L, i, a) 
means a occurs at position i in L. nocc and elemi enable us to define other useful 
list predicates. 
It can be shown that an isoinitial model of S¢/~¢(Int) is an expansion of the 
isoinitial model of J~'al and is the usual structure (the term model generated by the 
constructors nil and .) of lists of integers. 
With ,4za¢ and .Z,~/~¢(lnt) we have completed the construction of SPe¢(Int). 
Note that, in the isoinitial model of SPe¢, Set is (interpreted as) the set of finite 
sets of integers. 
Note, however, that ~et  is different from JVa¢ and ~/~t( In t )  in that the 
constructor { } of ~e¢ does not satisfy the freeness axiom {X} = {Y} ~ X = Y. This 
just means that in SPot sets are represented by lists whose elements may appear in 
any order and may contain duplicates. 
8We have also included the axiom schema of induction for reasoning purposes. 
9External universal quantifiers have been omitted. Variables of sorts Int and List are in lower- and 
uppercase, respectively. 
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3.2. Specifications 
In a given framework, we can add axioms for (total computable) functions and 
(decidable) relations in the manner we have just described. This mechanism allows 
us to define or specify new functions and relations. In .Z~iJt(Int), for instance, we 
can define the usual functions for length and concatenation, and the usual 
membership, length, concatenation, and permutation relations. This illustrates how 
the language of a framework can be expanded by new specifications. 
We shall use two kinds of specifications: if-and-only-if specifications and condi- 
tional specifications. The former can be used to define new relations and to expand 
the language of the framework ~,  whilst the latter are only used to specify 
different program behaviours and do not expand the language of J .  
An if-and-only-if specification S of a new relation r in 5rconsists 
of a definition of the form r (x )~ R(x), where R(x) is any 
formula of the language of ~.  
An if-and-only-if specification is therefore an explicit (nonrecursive) definition. 
In the isoinitial model of J,, the meaning of the new symbol is completely 
determined by the definition, and we get a unique expanded model that interprets 
all the old symbols as before and the new one according to its definition. In other 
words, a specified relation has a unique interpretation i the isoinitial model of 9:. 
Thus explicit definitions can be used to expand the specification language by 
new useful abbreviations, uch as the aforementioned ones for 5¢i~ t. However, we 
must use only adequate definitions, that is, definitions which give rise to expansions 
of the isoinitial model (of J )  that are also isoinitial. In this connection, a useful 
criterion for adequacy is the existence of a totally correct program for the specified 
relation such that its completion can be proved in the framework [9]. 1° 
The model-theoretic relation between an if-and-only-if specification S of a 
relation r and a program P to compute r is illustrated in Figure 2. 
To return to the subset example, in S%t we can define the subset relation c in 
the usual way: 
A c_B ,~ Vx.(x ~A "*x ~B)  (1) 
1°This means that we can actually use program synthesis to enrich the specification language by 
adequate definitions. 
Framework Models 
F IGURE 2. Model-theoretic relation 
between if-and-only specification S 
and P. 
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Framework Models 
FIGURE 3. Model-theoretic relation 
between conditional specification C 
and P. 
Since we represent sets by lists and our programs will compute on lists, we specify 
sublist as follows: 
sublist(X,Y) ~ {X} _c {Y}. (2) 
Note that (2) corresponds to S1 of Section 2. 
From the point of view of actually specifying programs, if-and-only-if specifica- 
tions are often too restrictive and inflexible, and we would prefer weaker forms of 
specifications that admit multiple interpretations, corresponding to different pro- 
gram behaviours that are all correct for the problem at hand. To this end, we use 
conditional specifications. For instance, we could specify the sublist relation as 
follows: 
IC(Y)  -o ( sublist( X ,Y )  ~ OC( X)  A {X} _c {Y}). (3) 
That is, we want sublist(X, Y) to coincide with the post-condition OC(X) A {X} _ 
{Y}, where OC is an output condition stating that X does not contain duplicates, 
only if Y satisfies an input- or pre-condition IC stating that Y does not contain 
duplicates. Whenever the pre-condition IC does not hold, however, the post-condi- 
tion, in particular the output condition OC, need not be satisfied (see Section 2). 
Thus, unlike an if-and-only-if specification, a relation defined by a conditional 
specification C has many interpretations, ~1 and we define correctness as follows: 
A program P is a correct implementation of a conditional 
specification C of a relation r iff the interpretation of r in the 
minimum Herbrand model H of P is (isomorphic to) one of 
the interpretations that satisfy C. 
This is illustrated in Figure 3. 
Thus a conditional specification may have different correct implementations. 
For example, one of the correct implementations of (3) is P2 in Section 2 (as we 
will show later), when the pre- and post-conditions in (3) correspond to those in $2. 
3.3. Programs 
Now we look at some examples of subset programs in ~,wet and establish their 
model-theoretic or semantic orrectness by comparing their minimum Herbrand 
models with (the meaning of sublist stated by) the isoinitial model of ~e¢.  We will 
consider both the if-and-only-if specification (2) and the conditional specification 
(3) of sublist. 
1~ Technically, there are many expansions ofthe isoinitial model of the framework. 
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We will define logic programs and their minimum Herbrand models in the usual 
way and use sets only in specifications. Relations on sets will be linked to 
corresponding relations on lists via specifications like (2) or (3) in the previous 
section. 
In general, as stated by Figure 2, for an if-and-only-if specification S of a 
relation r, in order to establish the correctness with respect o S of a program P 
(with minimum Herbrand model H)  in a framework ~-(with isoinitial model I), we 
need to show that H is isomorphic to the restriction of I to the signature of P. For 
this purpose, we can make use of the following property12: 
In a framework 9-with isoinitial model I, if a program P with 
minimum Herbrand model H existentially terminates 13and we 
can prove its completion in ~, then H is isomorphic to the 
restriction of I to the signature of P. 
For example, in SPet, we can show that the following program PI '  is semanti- 
cally correct with respect o (2): 
sublist( nil, Z) 
sublist( x.Y, Z) ~ mem( x, Z ), sublist( Y, Z) (P I ' )  
mem(x,x.Z)  
mem(x, y.Z) ~ mem( x, Z) 
since PI '  existentially terminates and its completion can be proved in 50et. 14 
Now PI '  of course corresponds to P1 in Section 2, and like P1, PI '  produces 
redundant answers. 
To avoid redundant answers, we need a better representation of sets than lists 
with duplicates. We will now show how we can use the conditional specification (3) 
to introduce input and output conditions that correspond to better list representa- 
tions of sets. More importantly, we will explain in general how we can establish the 
semantic orrectness of a program P with respect o a conditional specification C, 
i.e., how to compare the minimum Herbrand model of P with the many interpreta- 
tions (in I)  that satisfy C. 
First, it is easy to see that a conditional specification can always be given as a 
pair of implications. In the case of (3), these are 
sublist( X ,Y  ) ~ -7 IC ( Y ) v ( OC ( X ) A {X} __c_ {Y}) 
sublist(X,Y) *--IC(Y) A (OC(X)  A {X} _c {Y}). (5) 
That is, sublist(X, Y) is any relation that is contained in the bigger relation big, 
big( X ,Y )  o -~ IC( Y) v ( OC( X) A {X} _ {Y}), 
and that contains the smaller relation small, 
small( X ,Y )  ,-, IC( Y) A ( OC( X) A {X} c_ {Y}). 
12 For brevity, we omit the proof here. 
13That is, for every ground goal G, either P u {~ G} finitely fails or the corresponding SLD tree 
contains at least one success node. 
laAgain we omit the proof. 
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Framework Models 
FIGURE 4. Model-theoretic relation 
between big, small, and P. 
Thus a program P for computing sublist is a correct implementation with 
respect o (5) if it computes a relation that contains small and is contained in big. 
This is illustrated in Figure 4. 
To compare the minimum Herbrand model of P with such relations, we 
proceed as follows: 
(a) We assume sub l i s t (X ,Y )~ b ig(X,Y)  and we try to prove in SPex the 
clauses of P. If a proof exists, then P computes a subrelation of big. 15 
(b) We assume sub l i s t (X ,Y )~ smal l (X ,Y)  and we try to prove in S~'et the 
only-if part of the completion of P. If a proof exists and P existentially 
terminates, then small is contained in the relation computed by p.16 
Therefore successful proofs in (a) and (b) will mean the semantic orrectness of 
the implementation of P with respect o the chosen conditional specification. 
As an example, consider the specification (3) where both the input and output 
conditions IC and OC are the relation noccl ,  17 
noccl( L ) ~ Va.nocc(a, L)  < 1, 
and consider the program P2', 
sublist( nil, Y )  ~- 
(P2') 
sublist ( x .X ,  Y )  ~ select ( x, Y, H ), sublist ( X,  H ), 
where we use some select relation instead of membership, e.g., that in P2 in 
Section 2. 
According to (a), we assume sublist(X, Y )~ big(X, Y )  and we try to prove the 
clauses of P2'. The proofs go on as follows: 
sublist(nil, Y )  ~ ~ F Iocc I (Y  ) V (nocc,(nil) A {nil} c_ {Y}) 
~-+ true 
subl is t (x .X ,Y)  ~ ~ nocc,(Y)  V (nocc , (x .X)  A {x .X)  c_ {Y}) 
select ( x, Y, H)  
A (mnocc l (n  ) V (nocc l (X)  A {X} _ {H})) 
"~ select(x, Y, H)  /x sublist( X ,  H ) . 
15Indeed, in this case, the clauses of P are theorems of Jet  U {V(sublist(X, Y) ~ big(X, Y))}. 
16A proof can be found in [13]. 
17noccl(L) means L does not contain duplicates. 
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In the second proof, select can be chosen in different ways. For example, let us 
define selectbig by 
selectbig( x, Y, H)  ,~ -~ noccl( Y ) v ({x.H} c_ {Y} /x noccl( x .H  ) ). 
It is easy to see that our proof can be completed for any select such that 
select( x, Y, H)  ~ selectbis( x, Y, H)  (6) 
can be proved in the framework. 
Now condition (a) only guarantees that the computed relation is contained in 
big. Indeed, many select relations atisfy (6), for example, 
select(x,Y, H)  ~x  ~ {Y} A H = nil. 
However, with this choice of select the computed relation sublist(X, Y)  would be 
true only for some of the sublists X of Y. 
Thus we have to compare the relation computed by P2' with small. We proceed 
according to (b), i.e., we assume se lec t (X ,Y )~ smal l (X,Y)  and try to prove the 
only-if part of the completion of P2', namely, 
sublist ( A ,  Y )  ~ A = nil V 3x,  X ,  H.( A = x .X  /x select ( x, Y, H)  
Asublist( X,  H ) ) . 
Since VA.List(A = nil V 3x, X. (A =x.X) )  is a theorem of the framework, we can 
give the proof by cases. The case (A = nil) is sublist(nil, Y)  ~ nil = nil v . . . .  which 
is obvious. The case (A  =x .X)  is 
sublist ( x .X ,  Y)  ~ 3H.(  select ( x, Y, H) /x  sublist ( X ,  H)  ). 
The proof for this is 
subl is t (x .X,Y)  ~ noccl(Y ) A (noccl(X.X) A {x.X} c {r})  
-~ 3H.(select( x ,Y ,  H)  A 
(nOCCl(n) A (noccl(X) A { /1  C {HI ) ) )  
3H.(  select( x, Y, H)  A sublist( X ,  H ) ) . (7) 
Let us define 
It 
prec( x, y, L)  
H<Y 
selectsmalJ( x, Y, H)  
is easy to see that, if 
seleCtsmall( X ,Y, H)  -~ select(x, Y, H)  
3i,  j : Nat.( elemi( L, i, x ) A elemi( L, j, y ) /x i <j)  
Va, b : Int.( prec( a, b, H)  --* prec( a, b, Y ) ) 
nocc,(Y)  A ({Y} = (x .n}  A nocc l (x .n  ) A H-< Y) .  
(8) 
can be proved, then so can (7). 
Therefore, if we choose a select that satisfies both (6) and (8), then (a) and (b) 
hold and semantic correctness is guaranteed. For example, we can choose the 
following conditional specification: 
noccl(Y ) --> (se lect (x ,Y ,H)  ~ {x.H} = {Y} Anocc l (x .H ) AH<__Y). (9) 
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Now we can prove that the clauses for select in P2 in Section 2 are a correct 
implementation of (9). 
The other programs in Section 2, viz. P3 and P4, can be specified by conditional 
specifications using the following if-and-only-if specification of the ordering rela- 
tion: 
ord(L) ~ Vi ,x ,y . (e lemi(L , i ,x)  A elemi(L,s( i ) ,y)  ~x  <y) .  
P3 corresponds to the choice IC(L),--, ord(L) and OC(L),~ ord(L), while P4 
corresponds to OC(L)~ ord(L). We can show their correctness in the way we 
illustrated above. 
4. OPEN FRAMEWORKS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND PROGRAMS 
A framework 6r is open, if it contains parameters, that is, sort or relation symbols 
which are not completely characterised by the axioms of the framework. The 
incomplete axioms associated with a parameter are called parameter axioms. 
Unlike axioms that define symbols completely, parameter axioms only partially 
characterise the parameters, i.e., they define only properties to be satisfied by the 
actual parameters. The latter are usually symbols defined in another framework ~" 
and therefore parameter passing allows framework composition. 
Specifications and programs in an open framework ~r may be open, i.e., they 
may contain the parameters of g .  When two frameworks are composed, their 
programs will be composed too. Open programs and program composition have 
been introduced in logic programming, e.g., in [3, 2]. Again, here the main 
difference in our approach is the use of frameworks and specifications. This 
enables us to define an important notion of correctness: when two frameworks are 
composed, together with their correct programs, correctness i automatically pre- 
served, i.e., the resulting programs are guaranteed to be correct in the composition 
framework. This kind of correctness i applicable to object-oriented programs [11]. 
In this section, we will briefly explain model-theoretic correctness in open 
frameworks as an extension of correctness in closed frameworks, and we will show 
that it is better to use isoinitial semantics for both frameworks and programs. 
An open program or an open framework has a class of models. We will first 
explain how isoinitial semantics can capture the class of models of an open 
program P. As we pointed out in Section 3.1, an isoinitial model that is reachable 
is also an initial model. Now it should be obvious that a minimum Herbrand model 
is an initial model. Here we shall make use of these facts and endow P with 
isoinitial semantics in such a way that, when an isoinitial model exists, then it is the 
minimum Herbrand model of P. This little departure from standard logic program- 
ming not only gives us semantic homogeneity, but, more importantly, it also allows 
us to reason about open programs. 
By way of illustration, consider the following simple open program car_prices: 
diag + ( < ) 
car(spider). 
car(elan). 
cheaper( A, B) ~ price( A, P ) , price( B, Q ) , P < Q, 
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where the positive diagram diag+(<) = {0 < 0,0 < 1,1 < 1 . . . .  } corresponds to the 
predefined ata type of integers with ordering <.  
Clearly, the information on (the parameter) price is missing. Nevertheless the 
program car_prices has a minimum Herbrand model Hba d in which cheaper(X, Y )  
is always false. Therefore, under minimum model semantics, Hba d would be the 
intended model of car prices. This would be completely unsatisfactory, since the 
meaning of price is supposed to be open, but nba d interprets it as false. In order to 
handle open symbols like price properly, we need a semantics where no intended 
model exists when information on these symbols is incomplete. 
Isoinitial semantics meets this requirement TM if we consider the open completion 
of (open) programs. In our example, the open completion Ocomp(car_prices) is 
free( spider, elan, O, 1,2 .. . .  ) = { ~ spider = elan, ~ 0 = 1, -10 = 2,...  } 
d iag(<)={O<O,O<l , l< l ,71<O, -12<0,72<l  . . . .  } 
car (X)  ,~ X = spider v X = elan 
cheaper( A,  B) ~ 3P, Q( price( A,  P) A price( B, Q) A P < Q ) . 
The open completion of a program contains: 
• The freeness axioms for the constant and function symbols of the language 
(of the program), e.g., free(spider, elan, O, 1, 2 .. . .  ). 
• The complete diagram of any predefined predicates, e.g., diag(<). This 
diagram contains both positive and negative information. 
• The completed efinitions of the predicates defined by the program, e.g., car 
and cheaper. 
The key difference between Ocomp and the standard completion Comp is that 
Ocomp does not contain any axioms for the open symbols, e.g., price. Thus, unlike 
in Comp, open symbols are not interpreted as false in Ocomp. 
Note that Ocomp(carprices) has a minimum Herbrand model, namely, nba d. It 
does not have an isoinitial model however. This corresponds to the fact that 
information on price is missing, i.e., we cannot use car_prices to prove anything 
about price. However, as soon as we supply a complete table of values for price, 
Ocomp(car_prices) has an isoinitial model. Thus by isoinitial semantics we can 
recognise that information is missing, and by completing this information in 
different ways, we can associate a whole class of models with an open program. 
We can prove that if a reachable isoinitial model of Ocomp(P) exists, then it is 
isomorphic to the minimum Herbrand model of P. Therefore isoinitial semantics 
agrees (though it does not coincide) with minimum model semantics. We say that a 
program has an isoinitial model J iff its open completion has J as an isoinitial 
model. 
18Isoinitial semantics gives a more abstract characterisation of open programs than other modifica- 
tions of minimum odel semantics, e.g., [3, 2]. 
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Now it should be obvious how we can also associate a class of models with an 
open framework. For example, we can define an open framework for sets as lists of 
elements of an arbitrary sort Elem as follows: 
,Framework S:~ :( Elem ); 
Import: S°i ~ :( Elem ); 
Sorts: Elem, List, Set; 
Functions: { } : List ---> Set; 
Relations: ~ : (Elem, Set); 
Axioms: VL : List, x : Elem(x ~ {L} o mem(x, L); 
VA, B : Set(A = B ~ Vx : Elem(x ~A ox  ~ B)) 
[where .~i~r(Elem) can be constructed in an obvious way]. 
Now Elem is open and there are neither function symbols that use it nor 
parameter axioms for it. Therefore J c t (E lem) has a class of models, of which the 
isoinitial model of S:cz(Int) is just an instance. 
Each model of S:¢r(Elem) can be seen as an isoinitial model of ~ US:ct(Elem), 
where ~' is any closed framework that axiomatises a particular interpretation 
Elem ~' of Elem. We will call ~' US:e:(Elem) an instance of Sael(Elem). 
If all the instances of an open framework are closed frameworks, then we say 
that the open framework is adequate (see [9])) 9 For example, we can show that 
S:et(Elem) is adequate. Without adequacy, framework composition and program 
correctness would be ill-defined and quite useless, and so we shall always use 
adequate open frameworks. 
In an (adequate) open framework ~,, the correctness relation between a(n open) 
specification S and an open program P can be defined in a similar manner to the 
way we have defined it for closed programs in closed frameworks. However, to do 
so, we need to consider closed instances of P that correspond to closed instances 
of ~.. 
For example, for an open framework 3-with only open sort symbols, such as 
S:c:(Elern), we will consider Herbrand instances of ~ and P. For S:¢t(Elem), 
Herbrand instances are instances free(K)uS:et(Elem), where the closed frame- 
work free(K) axiomatises the Herbrand universe Elem I< generated by a suitable 
set K of constructors. Open programs in SGt(Elem) can be closed in its Herbrand 
instances. For instance, in S:et(Elem), the program P I '  is open, since without 
constructors of Elem its open completion Ocomp(Pl') does not have an isoinitial 
model. However, we can close P I '  in a Herbrand instance free(K) uS:ct(Elem) by 
adding the constructors K to Ocomp(Pl'). That is, Ocomp(Pl')U free(K), which 
we will also call a Herbrand instance of PI ' ,  has an isoinitial model. 
It should be obvious in this simple example that in every Herbrand instance 
free(K) US:er(Elem), the corresponding (Herbrand) instance of P I '  is semantically 
correct with respect o (2). Thus we say that P I '  is semantically correct in the open 
framework S:et( Elem). 
19Informally, it means that all symbols, both open and closed, in a framework are (potentially) 
properly defined. This is possible through the use of parameter axioms. 
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Similarly, the open program P2' is also semantically correct [with respect o (2)] 
in Sact( Elem). 
In general, we can informally define semantic orrectness of a program P in an 
open framework ~r with only open sort symbols as follows: 
A program P is semantically correct (with respect to a 
specification S) in an open framework J iff in every Herbrand 
instance free(K)U~ r the corresponding (Herbrand)instance of 
P is semantically correct. 
In other words, the model-theoretic relation between a(n open) specification S
of a relation r and an open program P to compute r is as depicted in Figure 1, 
except hat now we compare the interpretation of r in the isoinitial model I x of 
the Herbrand instance free(K)Ug of 3 -w i th  the interpretation of r in the 
isoinitial model H/( of the Herbrand instance Ocomp(P) U free(K) of P, for every 
Herbrand instance (corresponding to a chosen set K of constructors) of g and P. 
Similarly, in Figures 2 and 3, we compare the isoinitial models of Herbrand 
instances of frameworks and programs. 
Now, as we pointed out earlier, an open framework may also contain open 
relation symbols as parameters, together with parameter axioms that partially 
characterise them. For example, we may consider 2i~e(Elem, <), where the 
parameter axioms for < only state that < is a total ordering relation. In this 
framework we can have open programs like P3 and P4 which assume a total 
ordering among list elements. In this situation, model-theoretic correctness is 
defined as before, but now Herbrand instances have to satisfy the total ordering 
axioms for the parameter <, and open programs are closed by adding clauses 
for <. 
Finally, it is worthwhile to note that the proof techniques that we used in 
Section 3 to state model-theoretic correctness in closed frameworks can be ex- 
tended to model-theoretic correctness in adequate open frameworks. To do so, we 
need only replace existential termination by parametric termination, which roughly 
speaking corresponds to termination of every instance of the program. For exam- 
ple, all the programs considered in this paper parametrically terminate, that is, they 
existentially terminate regardless of the domain of the elements and the total 
ordering on them. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have examined the model-theoretic relationship between logic programs and 
specifications in the context of the underlying problem domain or framework. The 
role of the framework is fundamental, since it provides the semantic underpinning 
for both specifications and programs and it marks the main difference between our 
approach and the view that "logic programs are obviously correct since they are 
logical assertions." The latter is not quite satisfactory, since the meaning of 
correctness must be defined in terms of something other than logic programs 
themselves ( ee, e.g., [5], p. 410). 
We have shown that in a framework we can define correctness in a semantic 
way, either informally or formally. Informal correctness allows us to relate pro- 
grams to their informal specifications. Formal correctness involves full first-order 
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logical theories and is defined in terms of model theory. In either case, we have 
shown that the relation between specifications and programs is always well-defined 
and we can properly distinguish between them on the basis of the correctness 
relation. 
A particular strength of our model-theoretic approach to correctness is its 
ability to handle open specifications and programs. In general we can use our 
approach to specify what are called generic classes in object-oriented programming 
and to define correctness of open methods with respect o their specifications when 
they are inherited (see [11]). This kind of correctness, which we call steadfastness 
[13], that is preserved through inheritance hierarchies eems to be a promising tool 
for formal object-oriented software engineering. 
Our semantics for open programs, their correctness, and the correctness of their 
composition is also different from other model-theoretic approaches such as [3, 2]. 
Again, the main difference lies in our use of a framework that allows us to reason 
about the correctness of program composition. This enables us to define steadfast- 
ness, which is the basis of formal correctness of object-oriented programs. 
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